
FinTech
Remote Internship
Program

We are preparing for your future!

Duration
4 - 16 weeks

Price
Special prices available
for partner universities

Start Date
Every 2 weeks

Internship Placement in Financial Technology
Live interactive webinars with Industry experts
Exclusive access to the e-learning platform Absolute Academy
Informational Interviews with industry innovators
Online language courses
Weekly check-ins with supervisor
Certificate of Completion
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This FinTech Internship will give you the opportunity to
gain amazing insights into the financial and technology

landscape around the globe, working with and supporting
some of the leaders and innovators in Financial Technology.

Our partner organisations are established companies
working on Financial Technology. This Internship allows
you to gain relevant and valuable work experience and

knowledge from home.

Internships are project based and we offer  flexible working
hours that can range from 20 to 40 hours per week. You

will gain access to a new global network of professionals in
the industry who will help further your career!

Our Host Companies understand what the industry expect
from their new hires, it is our goal to connect our students

to top leading companies in the Financial Technology
industry and help them develop skills specific to their

desired career path. 

"This is way beyond my expectations! The job is very related to
what I like and find interesting in the finance industry and what
I’m studying at university. 
I saw some subjects in class that I was already experiencing in
my internship, it helped me understand how to put in practice
the theory I'm learning at school. My supervisor is great and we
have developed very good communication"

Josh Anna, Nazareth College
Remote Internship for a FinTech in London



Job Description Examples

FusionPay is a smart pay-tech company based in
London. Through their integrated mobile
payment solutions, Chinese customers can pay
Chinese Yuan directly without exchanging. They
partnered with Alipay, WeChat Pay, Unionpay,
among others to connect EU merchants to
overseas customers.

Scribe Labs, is based in London. Scribe is
explaining the world’s data. They’re building
technology that enables decision-makers with
intelligent storytelling. Their advanced AI-
powered technology delivers fully automated
analysis that powers the financial services
industry.

Assist with the financial analysis of listed corporates, using
publicly available data, including company websites and
Annual Reports
Undertake a level of straightforward financial data entry to
support the training of our advanced machine learning models
Assist with the production of sales material, including
presentations, bespoke analysis and targeted organisation-
specific proposals

Help to research and define the best investor target pool
Participate in the financial transactions (raising equity and/or
debt)
Help to create materials and article to hook relevant investor's
interest
Work as part of a team of problem solvers, helping to solve
complex business issues from strategy to execution
Create strategic presentations
Develop roadmaps of the driving economic objectives
Determine the appropriate professionals needed, and consider
financial reporting implications for deals 
Contribute to market review, value proposition and general
market intelligence
Support various project development from a financial
perspective
Help to refine sub-models in the company budget
Help to create investor decks

RootAnt provides global financial institutions with
easy to use and user-friendly investing platform, and
products & services that improve investors
experience.The platform is a better experience
financial platform built with modularity at its core, a
deep suite of fully integrated, back-end, middleware
and front-end services and applications, connecting
with APIs. RootAnt cooperates with clients and
partners in more than 10 countries.

HEX Trust is based in Hong Kong. HEX mission is
to provide tools and solutions for institutional
investors to access digital assets. At HEX they
believe that blockchain will be the underlying
technologies for future financial instruments,
currencies and contracts. With this in mind, they
aim to become the leading institutional custodian
for digital assets.

Companies Overview

Depending on the student's major and host company needs,
the students will be able to intern in:

Job Description Example A:

Job Description Example B:

https://www.fusionpay.co.uk/
http://www.upbeing.com/english
http://www.upbeing.com/english
https://scribelabs.ai/
https://www.rootant.com/
https://hextrust.com/

